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Holiday Party Success
PARTY PLANNING TIPS TO ENSURE A MEMORABLE
GUEST EXPERIENCE

T

O ORCHESTRATE A SUCCESSFUL corporate celebration, be timely, organized,
and understand vendor strengths. It is also
important to follow new trends and keep guests in
mind to make these events stand out from the rest.
Companies goals are to not only to impress their
employees, but to celebrate their achievements
and highlight their contribution to company
accomplishments.
Create an atmosphere that is warm and welcoming. We encourage companies to take a twist
on traditional holiday elements. From different
decor palettes to exciting entertainment and
unique food choices, offering what is new and
trendy at an employee event will guarantee added
holiday cheer. And of course, don’t forget the rules
behind planning such an outstanding occasion,
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ensuring all parties communicate and execute
flawlessly!
Red and green have long been associated with
the Christian holiday, blues are representative of
the Jewish holiday, and purple is used for Ramadan, to name a few. By incorporating different
tones of these traditional hues and adding accent
colors, such as silver and gold, you can bring the
room to life in a whole new way. By thinking
out-of-the box for decor displays, such as using
geometric patterns or contemporary shapes, or
using geometric patterns for decor displays, your
event space becomes unique and memorable.
Your guests will feel extra special with your use
of personalized stationery. Have their names inscripted on menus, place cards, and formal seating
charts makes them feel recognized.
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Don’t allow room for your guests to get bored.
Elevate your entertainment and be creative. Live
music to welcome your guests is the perfect greeting and adds an elegant touch to the tone of the affair. Work with a DJ or band to play during dinner
hour to create the appropriate mood. Interactive
entertainment will enlighten attendees and provides the perfect ice breaker. Photo-op vignettes,
dessert walls, or make-your-own stations with
different options offer endless fun throughout

A guest lounge offers some quiet space for guests to visit.

the evening. It gives guests a chance to get up and
explore all there is to offer.
Take advantage of this opportunity to brand
these areas with your company logo. Have guests
be proud of the company name they work with
and feel honored to be associated with it.
IMPORTANT DO’S AND DON’TS
There are also specific do’s and don’ts that must be
followed for planning such a guest satisfactory occasion. Begin the planning process early to ensure
that every detail is carefully selected, so you won’t
feel rushed or unable to get the desired elements.

Be organized! Hire a professional planner who
will keep you in check with timelines, offer advice
on loyal vendors, manage set up, run the day of
events, and ensure teardown is complete. This will
relieve you of the stress involved in organizing
such a big project.
Also, choose a space that makes sense for your
party. Don’t let the price of the venue be your
deciding factor. Consider menu options, staff, location, and overall layout when looking at spaces.
Arrange with the venue plenty of time for setup, as
magic doesn’t happen with a drop of the hat.

The Mary Janes Singers perform at a corporate holiday event.

Vendors will appreciate you allowing them
ample time to bring everything together. And,
walk through the space at least two weeks before
the event so all partners can understand your vision and overall expectations. Focus on the small
details, which will make the greatest impact and
WOW your guests. Check city-wide calendars
when choosing a date for the party. If you book
your event too close to a major holiday, you will
run into scheduling conflicts, and increased vendor costs.
Do not miss communication after it’s over. The
importance of keeping in contact with vendors after the event is just as important as before it takes
place. Offer them feedback on all components—
from stationery, entertainment, venue, and overall
flow to keep the networkgoing with each vendor
and ensure your next event is even more flawless.
All things considered, make sure you have fun
during the process and on the day of your event.
After all, you should be celebrating right along
with your guests and closest business partners.
Here’s to an end-of-year bash building rapport
and delivering results that will last!
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Christina Currie events.
She is celebrating 15
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